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IT IS ALL THEREr

This paper is about memory aOO whether it CEll be enhanced, to assist those

engag.ed in the administration or-justice, byprocedJres of hypootism. A detective traina:I

in hy[)nosis once asserted:

It is all there even if you are not a ware of it. Everything that has ever happened

to you, from 'birth to. death, is recorda:I on your brB:in permanently. I

This assertion certainly reflects a popular belief. It is a belief, borne -of a number of

<;:ommonplace indicia. They include the sud:Jen, unaccountable recollection· of things [)ast,

particularly amongst the very; old who, in' vivid detail, can' recall things that occurred to

them early in their lives, long Bp[)arently forgotten.. _

Police investigating crime, solicitors scrutinising disputed facts,: 'courts

evaluating a clash of testimony, must all- work within the limitations of fallible ruman

memory. There are other- limitations, particularly. 'on: 'courts. They include the- laws of

eVidence that restrict the capacity of que~ioners ~ to suggest responses to vulnerable

witnesses. They also include, ,in the. case of criminal trials, the accusatory,system of

justice, by which,the,.CrOwn'· normally'. bears the onus:. o~,Ju'Oving the ·case. In such matters>

it is a mistake to believe that the court is searching for the truth. This is the common

assumption held in the com~~nity about the function of courts. It h~ an alluring

attractiveness. But it is oot, strictly,the law's position. That position sets the court

primarily upon a· search not for whether it is true that the 'defendant was present aOO

com mittoo the rape ex- murder but whether the Crown has proved beyooo reasonable dotbt
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that he did. In our system of law, the accused needs normally give no evidence and herce

testimony from him, true or otherwise, may not be available to the decision-maker. These

points are made at the outset to clear the air., Some naive people feel that our legal

system would be infinitely improVe:::) if only we could give a witness a shot of the 'truth

'~"" dI"Ug '2 as he approach€d the witness box. Then it would not be difficult to resolve a

clash of testimony. Scien~e would provide, from the hidden recesses of the mind, the

objective truth of the matter aOO justice would be done. In part, the recent resort to

hypootism in aid of evidence follows similar and earlier ef~~ts to use chemical therapy,

such as the so-called ''truth drug' aOO concurrent efforts to use the polygraph : the.

so-called 'lie detector'. The techniques ar.e aimed at ensuring that courts ~rx:l those who

operate in disputed fact-finding will have truthful am accurate materio.l upon which to

reach a conclusion. The poirit to be made at the outset is that, quite apart from criticisms

of the assumptions upon which faith is placed in these devices, is the critic~.mof the lack

of understanding which they can involve of the nature of the trial proce~ particularly in

the accusatorial criminal trial. In our tradition, the trial process is·not simply a search for

the truth. Perhaps it should be. But it is oot. It is in the nature of a public and ceremonial

clash of evidence, conducted in courts for the public resolution of a dispute in society.

POLICE & HYPNOSIS: AUSTRALIA AND THE UNITED STATES

This said, the fact remains that faulty recollections am disputed circumstances

bedevil legal disputes. They frustrate the police investigating serious antisocial conduct.

This is the· principal source of the pressure in Australia am overseas for, the use of

hypnotism in aid of recollection. This pressure is increasing as a number of recent repcrts

demonstrate. In the United States more than 1000 policemen have been trained to

hypnotise witnesses. 3 In Britain -it has been estimated that hypnosis is,:used informally

by police as an aid to investigation between 25 aOO 30 times per year.4 Now the rep?rts

are coming in of the.. use of hyprotism by police in Australia am the tender of resuiting

eVide:i-c.,e .to courts of iaw. These reports require us to examine the material available

coreeming the reliability of the procedures. They also require us to consider precautions

by way of law reform that may be required if our courts are to admit such testimony:

In A~ust 1982 a magistrate at Fairfield, near Sydney, NSW, rula:I that a woman,

whose f!1emory of an assault hoo been restored by hypnosis, could give evidence. "1r

A J Reason 8M said that he knew of no Australian precedt31t on the subject. The

court ha:l been shown a video film of an interview between the complainant am a

Manly.hyprotist, :\o1r>< Les Bulloch. Counsel for the a~used claimed that the

complainant should not be allowed to give evid.t31ce b~~se of questions about the

accuracy of allegations made urder hypnosis.
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The ~oli~e prosecutor said that any 'black and white determination' barring

evidence from a person who had been hypnotised would be.8. 'great injustice'. The

magistrate admitted the evidence and, using it, committed the defendant for

triaL5

In June 1983 homicide squad detectives in Victoria were reported to have turned to

hypnotism to solve the 'baffling Erxle-avour Hills balaclava murdert • According to a

newspaper report, two women were hypnotised by Pol)Ee Surgeon Dr James MeLero

and askEd to recall their experiences at the hands ofa masked gunman. One of the

women, aged 25, escaped the killer after her companion Rodney" Mite-hell was shot

dead on 23 May. The newspaper quotes detectives as saying that the hypnotism

sessions 'verified much -evidmce already given in statements; but they produced no

startling new leads'.6 For Dresent purposes, it suffices to poi.nt out that

hypnotism for police investigation has arrived in Australia. The question is how far

we should let it _gO?

In the United States, one of the leading proponents of the police use of

hypootism is the Director of the Los Angeles Police Department Behaviourial Science

Services, Dr Martin Reiser, a Doctor of Education. In 1980, -Reiser wrote:

Of the appr()ximately 70 cases in the data base at that point [June 19761 it was

estimated- that in approx~mately 1796, information elicited urrler hypnosis of

impCX"tance to the case investigator that was rot previously available on routine

interviews.1

In 1976 Reiser had establishEd an indepement educational training agency· Called 'I'he Law

Enforcement Hypnosis Institute" Inc l with himself as Director. Since then it is ,estim~ted

that the Institute has trained 'over 1000 police officers in the United States ard Camda to

utiIise-"_~ypnosis fer investigative purposes. All this is done in a 'program of four days

consisting of 32 class hours of theory, demonstration arrl practice'.8

Supporters of the technique can refer to, a number of dramatic cases where

hypnosis has apparently enhanced memory in the forensics~tting:

As lo~ ago as 1889, Pierre Janet described tie case of 'Marie'. She had a number

of hysterical symptoms,one of which was bllndress in the left eye which she

believ.ed-· was congenital. However, it was established that the bliTrlness had begun

at the age of six years, when she was obliged tq share a!'!:d one night with another

o-year-old who had impetago in the same place. The other child_" was cured but

~1ariels monocular blindness persisted.
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Using h:ypnosis, Janet put Marie back with the companion who hoo. 'so horrified her'.

He suggeste::1 that this child was actually very nice and did 001 have impetogo. She

caressed without fear' the- imaginery child. Sensitivity in the left eye reappeared

without difficulty aOO whm she woke up she saw clearly with the left eye. 9

In the summer of 1976 in California a school bus driver and 26 children were

abducted at gunpoint by rnask!=d men.' For no -apparent reason they were herde::! into

vans am taken to a remote quarry where t'1ey were· sealed-· in an ,urxlergrourrl

cavern•.Eyentually the driver am two older children escaped. The driver was

unable to remember the number plates of the'vans which he had- tried to memo~ise

at the time of the kidmpping. The FBI decided to hypnotise -him in the attempt to

enhance his memory_ He was told to imagine t.'1at he was travelling back in time to

the aftemoo~ of the abduction am was watching the 'events unCold, as in a

televisioo _Qocumentary. Suddenly he ca.lled out two licerceplate numbers. One oC

these, except Cor cne digit, turned out to"'-match the number plates of one of the

kidnappers l vans. The inCormation helped the police catm t'1e three culprits after

one of the biggest marimnts in the history of Califomia. IO

cases such as these, in the haoosof ,enthusiasts such as Reiser, inevitably

proved seductively attractive to poli.ce am others engage:l in the difficult, frustrating

work of criminal investigation. Can it be said that hypnosis is, after all, a marvellous and

readily available meafi:S".of enha~ncing 'human memory am assiSting police in their encJuiries

aoo courts in their important work? What is hypnosis? How was it discovered and

described'? Why did it fall i.nto relative scientific decline? How is its approval now to be

measured in a world in which' increasing numbers turn to this procedure, in medical

practice, to cut olit smoking, cutdown weight or r-elease anxiety? What has been the

approach of the law? What should be the approach of the law?

HISTORY OF HYPNOSIS: DECLINE AND FALL?

The dictionary definition of --hypnoSis is 'a ~ state that resembles sleep but is

induced by a hypnotiser whose $Uggestions are ready ~cepted by the subject'. The typical

features of subjects susce"ptible ·to hyt:inosis include:

loss by the subject oJ initia~ive ,am, desire _to make am carry out his own plans;

re:listribution of attention beyom the usual range;

availability of visuaLmemories from the past am heightened ability for fantasy

productioo;
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('eduction in reality testing and a tolerance for persi~tent reality distortion;

increased su.:,ugestability;

adoptihg by the subject of a suggested role and the carrying on of complex

activities corresponding to that role;

(normally) amnesia for what transpired within the hypnotic state.!l

Whilst there is disagreement about the theories that explain these fact,;;, the verifiable

scientific obse~vations of the phenomenon of hypnosis and of the hypnotic state is now

generally accepted. There is no doubt that as medical~- treatment, hypnosis has a

legitimate scientific function. In history, something like hypn.osis has be~n practised in

many primitive societ!-es wh~~re trance-like states were f.requently induced with the Bid of

crugs and toxic chemicals.o.1.,2

The modern study of the" phenomenon of h~nC6is is normally traced to Franz

Anton Mes.'ller's 'animal magnetism'. A Frenc:h Royal Commission ,in the late 18th century

denounced Mesmer as a charlatan. However, his technique, if not his description of the

passage of 'animal magnetism' by which it operated, became fashionable in England in the

l830s. The word 'hypnosis' w~ actually coined by James Braid in a medical monograph

describing the artificially induced somnambulistic s-tate.l 3 ,The main interest in this

'nervous sleep' in England at the time. was as ,an aid to painless surgery, particularly

painless tooth extraction,;.

Indeed, this historical fact helps to explain why hypnosis fel~ into decline for a

time. The reasons for the decline can be summed up ~y reCerence to a number of

development.c;:

In the middle of the 19~h century the ~iscovery of anaesthesia by the use oC ether

quickly displaced interest in inducing psychological anaesthesia by proced~~ or

~ypnosis.14

Later· in that cent ury the developm ent or psycho-analytical theories by Sigm und

Freud tended to encourage the use of free association by the patient in the place of

precise suggestions by the hypnotist.

At the turn oC the century and early in t~e 20th century! popular literature began

to give hypnotic suggestion an unfavourable image.. The character _of Svengali in

the popular 1894 novel TrUby and the reputed hypnotic powers of the infamous

RaspUti~, together with lesser theatrical performers, all conspired to bring the

procedure into a bad odour. ..-

., 
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In the wake of the Second World War, with its many psychological cDSualties. came

the introduction of sodium amy tal, injected as a so~aUed 'truth serum'. Because

this procedure required fe'orer skills am less experience - to say nothing of less

patient co~peration - it terded to displace most of the remaining professional

reliance on hypnosis.

In fact) it was only in the middle of the 19505 that hypnosis began to revive again in

me:Hcal practice. At this time, British aoo American Medical Associations formally

approved its .medical use. The scientific literature began to grow again. IS The odd case

began to appear" with the use in criminal investigation and the teooer of hypnotisErl

evidmce to the courts. Doctor Reiser began to stomp the United States, inducing one

police service after another to use his Law Enforc~ment Hypnosis Institute in Los

Angeles. Suddenly, forensic hypnosis became a big business in North America. Reiser

recently- acknowledged in a New York court that his private corporation in which he aOO

his wi~e are the sole shareholders has grossed roughly $400 000 in the past few years. 16

THE LAW'S RESPONSE

Initially, courts in the United States am Britain showed reluctance _.to admit

h)'pooticany induced_·-e~idence. In 1897 the California Supreme Court had rej~ted such

testimony entirely (Xl the grourrls that the art of hypncsis was not yet a generally.

accepte1 scientific t~hnique. 'That ruling remaimrl the status quo until the deC~ion or'
the Marylan:! Court of Special Appeals in 1968. In that case l7 the court rule::! that

hypootically elicite:J testimony in the case of a rape victim could be admitted as evideooe

ard that it was up to the jury_ to determine its validity. The court held that hypnosis was

just one of many valid techniques of memory refreshment, tho~h it ooted that care

should be exercised sinc:e 'fancy can be mingled with fact in some cases'.18 The trial

judge in that case had warned the jury rot to give greater weight to the hypnotised

evidence than to other testimony. The judJe's charge _to the jury, am .the appeal court's

ruling, were criticised in scientific and legal literat'ure. It was urged that the judges

should have:

required an expert:witness to fifStify on the possH~~~-.(jangers involved in hypnosis;

warned specifically about the danger of distation am motivation caused by the

involvement of police offic.ers in hypnosis; an:!

required that t'1e procedU-re should have been videotaped or otherwise safely

recorded so that tl].e faimess of the procedure used could oe assessed by the

jury. 19
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...'

Encouraged by this decision in the Marylarrl courts, a number of cases 'Nere brought to the

State courts in the United States in the 19705 with the object of having admitted

testimony in 'which the witness' memory had been refreshed by hypnosis. The SUQreme

Court of Minnesota in 1980 ruled against the oomissibility of testimony as did a number of

other State courts. Generally speaking, these courts relied- upon earlier rUlings of high

authority in the United States, which had excluded the polygraph (lie detector) on the

grourrl that new scientifically base::l tec.'1niques, in order to be admitted in the courts

'must. be sufficiently establishErl to have gained general acceptance in the particular field'
\ -"-"

in which they belong. 20 Many of the State courts iIi' 'the United _States _attached

importance to the apparent terrlenc!y of h~'Pnosis not to refresh· memory but to create it.

In the -forensic situation, with th-.e strong· motivation ·of victims am witnesses to help

police .combat crime an:r~convict criminals. the danger of fantasy aoo confabulation,

always present in hypnosis, is an aggravated ant serious one.

In fact, evidence of t.ie retreat of· the wave of enthusiasm aOO confidence that

100 to the admission of the evidmce by the Marylarrl Court.in 1968 can be seen in the

1982 decision of the same court.21 In that case, the court "made an important

distinction between hypnosis used as an inve~igative tool to obtain leads that can be

followed up arrl verified indeperrlently (on the one hard) am hypnotically 'refreshe:1'

memory itself. ·offered as evidence in a ;-trial (on the other). To t.'1e latter, the Maryland

Court in 1982 applied the ruling on establishe:l aOO accepted scientific proce::hIres, holding

quite emphatically:

The use of hypnosis to restore or refresh memory of a witness is not accepted

as ·reliable by the relevant scientific community and .•• such testimony is

therefore inadmissible. 22

At the same time, the court held that hypnosis could be used as an investigative,'-aid.

Howev~r," it strongly urged the adoption of safeguards, as proposed by a number of

writers, notably Dr Martin Orne. These. ~recautions, lli?held now by a number of court

decisions aoo consequential police aoo other instructions, include:

the use, wherever possible, of indepcrrlent persons, expertly traihed in procedures

of hypnosis;

the provision to such persons of as little information about the detailed facts of the

.case_as possible, in order to prevent s~estionby them of relevant specific facts

wh,ic~ .m~y subsequently distort the memory of the SUbject;
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the full record of the hypnosis procedure, at the very least b:: stenographic means

and desirably by Blldio -or video recording of the .interview, so that the judge, jury

am oppment will know "who was present, questions that were asked am- witness

responsest;23. arrl

notice to the opponent of the intended use of hypnotically induced evidmce so that

it can be tested by appropriate cross examination and, if so decided, met by

competing ex:pert testimony.24

THE DANGERS : CONFABULATION AND PSEUDO :lIEMORmS

There are some who are not satisfied with this listef safeguardsllrrl insist upon

the total exclusion of any evidence that has resulted in any way from hypnosis. 25 On

the other hand, whilst some State courts in the United States have adoptED this absolutist

position, others have preferred not totally to exclude evidence that may be reliable am

relevant - as was the evideree of the suddenly··r'ecallednumber plates. There are many

other such cases, often cited by Martin Reiser ,am his supporters in aid of the beneficial

use of hypnosis in criminal investigation. 'The scarf which was found by police ·on the
suspect, exactly as described by the victim. 26 The airline pilot \vho could be taken back

to the final moments before a non-ratal crash. 27 The Japanese-American -born at the

time of Pearl Harbour" ~ho, having lost all h~ Japanese language, could suddenly -be taken

back to fluency.28 There are many more remarkable cases reported, some of them in

the forensic setting.

But for every apparently beIEfici~ case, there are others that CmIse coocem.

Furthermore, mc:dem scientific evaluation of hypnosis is adding to the literature that

urges caution.

Take, first, "a :.recent case from the United States. It involved a" young

19-year-old Mme::! Reece Forney acd three other young men in Ute tiny town of Union

Mills, North Carolina. Each has been C!oovicte:::l an:!.. facies prison terms from 45 years to

three consecutive life sentences for the 'murder of an 88-year-old woman who was drnggoo

from her home one winter night, beaten, tortured, raped am strangled. There were no"

witnesses to the crime.- Ther"e WBsnO""physical evidere~~-connecting any of t'le accusro

with the crime. The case against them rested on hypnosis. Specifi cally, the case rested

almost solely m stories told wh,~n police serore:l the use of hypnosis on a lS-yenr-old

suspect, Forney, who hlrl an IQ of 74 (on the border of mental retardation). Forney, told a

number of cmfusing, contr~diC!tory and. partly impossible stories acC!Ording to the court

testimony am review of videotapes of hypnosis, admitted into evidence at his triaL The

County Sheriff, Damon Huskey. had no doubt:
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If you1ve got a good doctor, you're in (?retty gooo shape - you can get things out

you dould get out no other way .•• There is no doubtabotit the [convicted men's]

being guilty.29

I donlt know•...

[describing walking home after the crimel • Seems like I grabbed

somethingarrl ran back_ to •.• I walkOO most of t.~e way because I

was so tired.

[ha.n:I 00- a note by the policeman which instructed him to ask: about

a rakel • Wha-t did you grab? '

Base of something. "Base of something.

Was it a rake?

I don It know. It could have been.

Where-did you get the-rake from?

I think 1 got it from. the yard of a house. I Yo'as so mad••••

What arc'yoll doing with- the rake?

Running down at them •.• Seems like I was fighting them.

Did they take the rake from you?

Yeah.

Arrl what did they do with it?

HYPNOTIST:

FORNEY:

EORNEY:

HYPNOTIST:

FORNEY:

HYPNOTIST:

FORNEY:.

HYPNOTIST:

FORNEY:

HYPNOTIST:

FORNEY:·

HYPNOTIST:

FORNEY:

At his triB;4 much play was made by- the prosecution of the fact that Forney,

un:ler hypnosis,.describOO seeing a- 'rake' .at the scene of the crime. The prosecution

pointep out that no mention had been made of· the r'ake by any report in any of the

newspapers. To~know about the rake, it was suggested, Forney had to have been at the

scene. The trial eIXlOO before it was discovered that Forney did not mention the rake until

after the following oceurre::l whilst he was umerhypnosis:

I will not go into the SOITY, details of the case at any length. Suffice it to say

that before the accused had seen a lawyer, the police decide1 to have him hypnotised. A

professional hypnotist was brought in." The police told him that they wanted to enhance

Forney's memory of what he recollected of the' evening in question. "Forney was then

hypnotised. The ,session was Videotaped as police investigative hypnosis guidelines

recommerrled in North Carolina..

The. deceased woman was white. All the suspects were black. Crosses were burned twice

in Union Mills aoo there -was a shotgun attack: on one of the suspects when it first

appeared that there was not enough eVidence to- try him. Finally, four black men were

charged with murder. One of them was Forney. The jury sel~~ed \...·a5 entirely white.

.r 
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I say nothing about the other unsatisfactory features of thE: case. As it happens, an appeal

is perxli~ to the State Appeals Court of North Carolina. Against the standards .of

Australian criminal justice, there is much that can be said in criticism:

the failure to afford proper warnings and legal irrleperrlent advice to a suspect;

the submission of a suspect to hypnotism, without proper advice aoo. in apparent

breach of the accusatorial system of criminal trials;

the inherent need for special care in the case o.~. an accused of such limited

intelligence, with a known history of mental instability;

the existence of numerous objective facts, too detailed to ~ention here, which

terrled to conlradict the involvement or the accused.

The point for present purposes is the great care that must be taken -in the. u.se of hypnosis

because of its terrlency to plant ideas a.nd information' into the mind and language of the

subject. Clearly, the lrake' referred to by the accused was put into his mind by a precise

questicn asked by the hypnotist. In fact the accused never actually use::l the word 'rake'

himself. Yet it was subsequently built up as proof positive of his involvement at the scene

of the crime. This instance, replicated many times in like cases, "shows "the wisdom -of the

cautious approach of the common law of evidence when it comes to the admission of

evidence of memory, induced by hypnoti!im.

In oodition to such anecdotal materi~ the heightened use of hypnosis by police

in North America has now 1m scientists to attempt evaluative investigation. True it is,

the value of hypnosis in the real-life situation may be greater than that in "the artificial'

circumstances of scientific trials. Nonetheless, it is important aOO useful to be familiar

with this growing literature:

In October 1983, writing in the journal "Science, Dwyan am Bowers describ~ a

"';rtypermnesic proceciJre. Subjects tried for a week to rreall 60 previously presented'

pictures. They were thm either hypnotised or not an::! encollraged. to recall even

more pictures. Most of the rewly recalled material was incorrect. This was

especially true for highly hypnotisable subjects in the hypnosis c~dition. According

to the investigators such errors of recall can have profoul'l:f implications for

forensic investigatioos. They concludo1 that their experiments called into question

the inc:reasing use of hypnosis in the forensic setting.3D

....-.:
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In November 1983, writing in the same journal, 'Laurence ard the distinguished

Australian psychologist Professor Cam~ell Perry (now of Concordia University in

Camda)· described' an experiment in which a pseudo-memory of having been

a wakened by_ cloud: noises during a night of th e previous week was suggestErl to 27

highly hypnotisable subjects during hypncsis. Post-hypnotically, 13 of them stated

that the suggested event had actually occurred. According to the investigators, this

finding- too has. implications for the investigative use of hypnosis in the legal

context. Their·- conclusion was that 'the utmost caution should be exercised

whenev:~~ hypnosis is used as an investigative tool1
• The 'recall' reSUlting from

post-hypnotic s~estion could, they concluded, lead to a false bU;t positive

identification of criminal suspects with all the legal consequences that this can

'imply. A ~pseudo-memory of a trivial event that has become inadvertently

connecte:i with the events of a crime is' more likely to persist in permarent

memory storage and rot to decay in the manner of a post-hjlPnotic suggestion.

According to Laurence am Perry, the proc-edure of hypnosis, in _at least a number

of cases, contaminated the memory of the witnesses, thereby modifying their

recollection unsl;lSpectingly thrott'h the use of hypncsis. In such C!ircumstances, far

from being a useful 'refreshment procedUre! the s~estions roa:Je during hjlPnosis

would actually distort the 'witness' recall, if sUbsequently required to be statecl in a

courtoflaw. 3.1·

Writing also in ~ate 1983~in Camdian Psychology, the'same authors provide~'useful

survey of cliniCal and experimental data bearing on the efficacy of hypnosis as a

means:of memory enhancement. They identify more clearly than any other am lysis'

I have seen the two main'problems associate:l with the use of hjlP'nosis in the legal

investigative context•.These problems are .,~fabulation am the creation of

pseudo-memories. They analyse a number of recen.t cases in the United States and

Camda ani emph.asise -the need for str ingent safeguards in any use of hypnosis as a

tool to enhance memory in the forensic setting.32

Typical of the case of coofabulate::J ~emory, ~ .the instance of }he People v Kempinsid

mentiooed in this work. -A young man' was arrested in Joliet, Illinois, solely on -the basis of

a description given a po'lice artist bY--'ai), eye witness to a· murder~ who had been hypnotised,··:'-. ..'~'. ~

by a po.uce,officer. The [>rosecution case was Ultimately dismissed- because of testimony

that .the" witness had been 250 feet away from the murder in corxlitions of semi-darkness.

An eXl?Crt opthaImologist test'irtErl that positive identification would not h~ve been

possible beyond 25 feet t:rder the prevailing light conditions~It is important to note that

the police ha:J accepte:i' the hypnotic 'recall' on face value. They had therefore made no

attempt to obtain irrleperrlent corroboraticn, merely using the hypnosis as an

· , 
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investigative tool. The roos0I?- proposed for- this error is that hypootic' age regrcssioo is

quite often a highly convincing phenomenon. In the police video of the hypnotic interview

leading to Kempinski's arrest; the eye witness stated with convincing certainty 'I know

him'. In response to ,8 question about the accused's face he stated lJ dro't forget things like

that'. According to Perry aoo Laurence:

A more fundamental.reason for overlooking the impossibility of the eye witness

testimony in these cases is that police officers have been traine:l to believe

that confabulation is not a problem; but becau.se -it is supposedly akin to

deliberate lying, and b~au~evictims am witnesses are motivated to help poli.ce

. by telling the truth, it cannot happen. Human mture is such that we do not look

for problems in areas where assurances have been made by an authoritative

figure that they do not exist.33

:."0..UNDER OUR LAW

In 1980 two distinguishro commentators3~ on the English law of evidence

urgoo that statements given un::ler hypnosis should be jUQ500 to be rew exceptions to the

gereral rUle which excludes previously made .c.Q1,sistel1t (or self-serving) statements. These

commentators claime:J that S4ch evidence was in the same class as a long.".establishe3

exception which permjts:.'the·· admissi~ into evidence ~tspontaneous utterances made in ....

the so-callEd circumstances of res gestae. The normal explanation given by the law for

admitting these lastmentimed utterances is.that they are more likely to be' true because

ms:le, suti::lenly am spontaneoUSly, in the heat of the moment. The commentators

proposed that statements given urder hypnosis 'WOuld fall into the same category am be

likely to be closer to objective truth than ordinary statements giVEn in a state of full

consciousness.

A number of problems exist un:::l-er Australian evidmce law in the way of

admitti~ evidence of statements given umer hypnosis. In fact, the admissibility generally

deperds on whether the 'hypnotised' individual who made the statements later gives the

evidence in court and., if so, whether. he can recall the relevant details. Previous

statements given umer hypnosis camot be used, normally, to elaborate evidence because

such statements merelY· have tlie status of previous consistent statements and are deem e:l

irrelevant. This is because of the adherence of the English _trial system, ·which we have

inherited, to oral testimooy gival in open court. Statements made by t.l'Je same person

earlier are considered irrelevant am therefore inadmissible_unless they are inconsistent or

fall into various other limited classes of special reliaQ.ility warranting admission of out of

court statements into evidence as exceptional cases.
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The anredotal material am the more rece~t scientific exper"iments mentioned

above cast doubt upon this hYl?0thesis. In this regard, at least at "this stage of scientific

knowledge, I can ooly agree with Dr Graham Wagstaff who, writing in the Criminal Law

Review in 1983, concludEd:

There is no evidence to st«gest that statements given un:ler hypnosis are closer

to objective ~·truth aoo consequently there are no grourKls for accepting

statements given 'umer hypnosis' from the rule excluding previous consistent

state!I.1ents•••• There is no conclusive evidence to stt'~rt [the view that

hypnoSis-is e-rfective in improVing .the accuracy of memory] • Ttns there seems

. to beno rea.saJ, for excluding statements given by a subject 'umer hypnosis' [to

a hypnotist] -from the hmrsay rule.35

A further problem staIXIing in the way of the admission of SUch evidence urner

Australian. evidence law is the difficulty of permitting lexpert' hyPnotists to assess the

truthfulness of v.ll.at the defendant is saying. Such a procedUre could lead to 'trial by

hypnotist' aIrl could amount to a denial of the right to silence am a usurpation of the

evaluative role of the court, whether constituted by a judge, magistrate or jury in

deciding truth telling.36

CONCLUSIONS

Recently, the Home -Office in Engla:rd was asked to produce official guidelines

for police officers· in the' use of hJ'Pnosis in criminal investigation. The then Home

Secretary, in a written answer in the House of Commons, said that there was growing

interest in the' forensic use or hypnosis. But he conceda1 that it had clear limitatioos and

even drawbacks, as' the value of evidence gained thropgh hypnosis was itself open to

question. Rererei1ce was.':made to the experience or the United States ~oo to the

controversy that hEld surrouooEd the admission of ~~~otised eVidei1~e,_ post-hyp~otised

evidence or hypoofised-resulting evideree. Dr David -.Waxman, Chairman of the British

Society of Med ical aOO Dental Hypncsis, decl~red that a person dces not necessarily tell

the truth urder hypnosis. nut 'he did '.not rule out the use of hypnosis, provided rigorous

safeguards we~'applie::t;':Su1:-"CBn thcio-~ be safeguards. ~.~_J)roCedures stringent ~ncq;h to" .

protect ~ourts .from subsequently crofabulated evidence· of perfectly sireere witnesses

Whose. memory has become con.f.uSed, supplemented lim distorted by suggestions made

wring the course of hypnosis? nie experimental evidence seems clear. Such stggestions

Can leave their mark on the recollection of perfectly honest witnesses striving to do their

best to recall circumstan~e5am highly motivata.1 to aid police in their difficult, stressful

am Vitally important v.ork of solving crime.
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How should Australian law respond to the growing use of hypnosis by police? In

France, for almost a century, hypnotically elicitEd testimony is. prohibited aoo will not be

admitted into evidmce in .thecourts.37 Some modem commentators in the common law

tradition have urged a similar approach, regarding the hypnotised witness as one who has

been rerxlered incompetent to testify because of the dangers of confabulation am
pseudo-memory.38 A second approach is that taken by the American FBI am other US

Federal agencies of the Defence Services. They believe that hypnosis has a limited value

in investigative work but must be attempted only under strict conditions by trofessionally

trained personnel such as physicians, psychiatrists and psychologists -who have had formal

training in hyp'rlCSis. Other preconditions have already been mentioned -(such as video or

sauro recordings am the exclusion ,of bias in questioning). A further revision of t.'le

guidelines has included the proposal that during the hypnotic interview, all persons other

than the interviewer aoo the subject should be exclude::J from the room to avoid

inadvertent bias. being communicated to the subject..39 The Society for Clinical aOO

Experimental Hspnosis am the International soo"i"ety of Hypnosis have concludEd strongly

against the direct involvement of police officers in the use of this technique:

Police officers typically have limite::J technical training and lack the broad

understaming of psychology am psycho-pathology. Their orientat~on is to

obtain the .iriformation needEd to solve a crime rather than a concern focusing

on protecting the health of the SUbject who was either witness to, or victim of,_

a crime. Finally, police officers un1erstandably have strong views as to" :who is"

likely to be guilty of a crime aOO may easily inadvertently bias the hypnotised

subjects' memories, even without themselves being aware of their actions.40

There is no doubt that some police would _regard this stance as little more than

a self-serving statement by \\'ell meaning professionals, keen to preserve their own

professional bailiwick arrl. rarely placed in the acute position of police, sworn to pursue

criminals by· every legitimate means, including those emancoo by science. For these

people there is the third position. This is the view exp,ressed by Dr Reiser that hypnosis is

safe am an often effective method of ~liciting recall ;of memories that will not otherwise

be uncovered by standard, patient nOon-hypnotic poli~e interviews. Reiser d~lares that

confabulation amounts to" delib'eratE!~lying aOO distortion am does not believe that it is a->

real problem "in the inv~"stigative si~·~tltioo.40 He as~~"rt~ that the law should adapt to

accepting hypnotised evidence, leaving it to the jury to decide the weight to be given to it

when stacked up against other evidence in the case.
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Especially if procEdural safeguards are followed, stIch evidence may be useful in

combatting crime aOO should rot be excluded from the decisdion-making process of

society by an" excessively terrler concern whether coming from psychologists, lawyers or

others.

'This, then, is the debate. Recent news reports suggest that' police in Australia

are now tuming to hypnosis, as their brothers in the United States, Canada and Britain

have already done. We should be ready for this develo~,nent in the courts, in the

psychiatric and psychological community and in law reform commissions. The Australian

Law Reform Ci;lmmission has a major project on the reform or Fed erallaws of evidence.

In developing its final proposals on this SUbject and in reco'mmending the response of the

Fed.eral legal system in Australia to hypnotised evidence, the Law Reform C"...ommission

will be looking to psychologists, psychiatrists- and police for assistance In.the Bl?proach

that should be proposed aOO the safeguards that should be imposed.

FOOTNOTE£

•
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